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NOT STOCKED IN MOST BOOKSTORES! 
This hard-to-find book is now available in 
limited supply from the Human Events 
Book Service

The Life and Religion of Mohammed
by J.L. Menezes

Father J.L. Menezes knew Islam up close: as a 
missionary in India, he devoted his priestly life to
introducing that nation's tens of millions of 
Muslims to Christianity. In

, he left us the record of his 
appeals: a frank, honest, and exhaustively 
researched exploration of the life of the "prophet" 
of Islam, the development and contents of the 
Koran, and an introduction to various Muslim 
sects. 

The Life and Religion 
of Mohammed

Working from the earliest Islamic sources, Fr. Menezes 
provides a complete account of Mohammed's life, from 
his days as a simple merchant to his triumphs as a 

leader of armies and revered prophet. Menezes delved so deeply into his subject that he was 
even able to describe Mohammed's physical appearance. He explains why Mohammed 
couldn't possibly be a true prophet, and reveals the true sources of his "revelations."

Fr. Menezes could be writing about today's Muslim terrorists when he explains that 
"Mohammed posed as the apostle of God, the seal of the prophets; as the destroyer of 
idolatry; as preacher of one true God, and the reformer of morals: while his life is marked 
by innumerable marriages; and great licentiousness, deeds of rapine, warfare, conquests, 
unmerciful butcheries, all the time invoking God's holy name to sanction his evil deeds, 
ordering prayers and alms deeds and at the same time propagating Islam everywhere by fire 
and sword." 

Turning to the Koran, Fr. Menezes delineates the distinctive teachings of Islam, explaining 
the elements of the Muslim holy book that make it so difficult for Muslims to convert to 
Christianity -- and showing how the Koran, when read honestly and without Islamic 
preconceptions, nonetheless depends upon and leads to Christianity. 

 concludes with an "appeal to candor and common 
sense," inviting Muslims to think critically about their religion, and to embrace Christ 
instead. With Islam on the march everywhere and Muslims streaming into the U.S. in record 
numbers, the candor, common sense, and solid Christian faith of this book are needed more 

The Life and Religion of Mohammed
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numbers, the candor, common sense, and solid Christian faith of this book are needed more 
than ever.

Your guide into the dark mind of Mohammed includes: 

The bizarre circumstances of Mohammed's "revelations": "it was a painful sight to 
behold the nervousness of his features, the distortion of his countenance and the 
anxiety of mind portrayed on his face" 

How worldly ambition gradually blinded Mohammed's mind and overwhelmed his early 
searches for the true God 

How Mohammed borrowed many of his ideas of Paradise from contemporary Jews and 
Christians -- and mixed them with base and lewd imaginings 

How Mohammed again and again justified his rapine and licentiousness with new 
"divine revelations" 

Why Mohammed adopted -- and later discarded -- many Jewish customs and ritual 
observances 

Islamic tolerance: Mohammed let Jews and Christians live in his domains -- if they paid 
tribute and accepted second-class status 

What the Koran really teaches about Christianity and Christ

What Mohammed learned from heretical Christian sects -- and incorporated into the 
Koran

The early history of Islam: just as bloody as the life of its founder 

How the Koran doesn't limit Muslims to four wives, as is widely believed, but actually 
sets no real limit

Why the new religion Mohammed taught became so commonly identified with war and 
politics 

The hard-to-find is now only $19.95 -- a 20% 
savings off the publisher's price! 

The Life and Religion of Mohammed

Our Price: $19.95
You Save: 20%

The Politically Incorrect Guide to Islam (and the 
Crusades)
by Robert Spencer

REVEALED, at long last: the whole "politically incorrect" truth about 
Islam's violent teachings, bloody history, backward culture, and
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Islam's violent teachings, bloody history, backward culture, and
morally depraved founder

PLUS: Why the Crusades were justified wars of Christian self-defense 
against centuries of Muslim aggression

Our Price: $19.95
You Save: 29%

The Sword of the Prophet
by Serge Trifkovic

What Muslims, multiculturalists, and the media hope you never find 
out about Islam

Our Price: $15.95
You Save: 20%

The Legacy of Jihad
by Andrew Bostom

Murder, rape, slavery and subjugation: the historical record of 
Islamic jihad

An eye-opening collection of Islamic religious and legal texts 
justifying bloody warfare against non-Muslims, and hair-raising 
accounts of Islamic jihad conquests around the world throughout 
history

Our Price: $22.95
You Save: 18%

The West's Last Chance
by Tony Blankley

Europe could soon be conquered by Islam. Will America be next?

Tony Blankley on how we can stop the global jihad and save Western 
civilization

Our Price: $19.95
You Save: 29%

The Religions Next Door 
by Marvin Olasky

What the media won't tell you about non-Christian religions...

Plus: the anti-Christian agenda behind their biased reporting

Our Price: $12.95
You Save: 14%
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Radical Islam's Rules
by Paul Marshall, ed.

Islamic law and human rights: never the twain shall meet

Saudi Arabia and Iran's propagation of the starkly repressive version 
of Islamic law, Shari'a, poses a crisis of ever-expanding proportions

Our Price: $22.95
You Save: 18%

The Myth of Islamic Tolerance
by Robert Spencer, ed.

Islam: a tolerant, pluralistic faith hijacked by extremists, right? 
Wrong.

This book is an enlightening collection of essays by some of the 
world's leading authorities on Islamic social history. Editor Robert 
Spencer, author of and 

, here gathers essays that focus on the pervasive legal and 
cultural oppression of non-Muslims in Islamic societies. 

Islam Unveiled Onward Muslim
Soldiers

Our Price: $19.95
You Save: 23%

The Great Divide 
by Alvin J. Schmidt

True or false? "Islam and Christianity are both great religions which
contributed equally to the growth of science, art and civilization" 

Our Price: $17.95
You Save: 10%

You received this email newsletter because you have expressed interest in hearing about our timely 
specials. If you would prefer not to receive such emails in the future, simply send a message with the 
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Human Events Book Service
One Massachusetts Ave, N.W.
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